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[57] ABSTRACT 

A keyboard assembly is disclosed in which complemen
tary arrays of first and second switch contacts are con
nected in equal sets and each set of first contacts is 
connected to a separate set of second contacts through 
a diode so that the connected sets of contacts do not 
contain contacts from the same switch, thus permitting 
keyboard terminals individually associated with the 
connected sets of first and second contacts to be sequen
tially enabled while reading the unenabled terminals to 
determine actuated switches. 

11 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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1 
4,667,181 

KEYBOARD DATA INPUT ASSEMBLY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

2 
are commonly connected. A signal is transmitted to all 
column conductors and transferred through an actuated 
switch to a block conductor of the associated block. 
This signal is sent back through the block conductor 

The invention disclosed herein relates generally to 5 and appears on the column conductor of the actuated 
keyboard data input assemblies, and more particularly switch. The position of the actuated switch is deter-
to such assemblies including circuitry for minimizing mined by detecting the column on which the signal 
the required number of interconnections with a micro- appears. 
processor or other apparatus with which a keyboard is U.S. Pat. No. 4,186,385 issued to S. Nagashima on 
used. The invention also includes a keyboard circuit 10 Jan. 29, 1980 discloses a matrix keyboard assembly 
board layout for use in such assemblies. wherein the switches are connected in two groups such 

Keyboards having a plurality of key switch devices that the first group .is coupled to first inputs of AND 
are particularly well suited for use in data processing gates in a first group of such gates and the second group 
systems. In general, the number of signals which must is coupled to first inputs of AND gates in a second 
pass between a keyboard and associated data processing 15 group of such gates. Second inputs of the AND gates in 
system is the same as the number of switch devices. the first and second groups are individually connected 
Each of these signals can be carried over a separate together and coupled to a separate switch from each of 
interconnection. However, particularly in large key- the first and second groups of switches so that actuation 
boards, the resulting number of interconnections may of a switch will coincidently energize both inputs of a 
be prohibitive. 20 corresponding gate. 

One technique which can be used to reduce the num- U.S. Pat. No. 4,222,038 issued to R. Mager! on Sept. 
ber of interconnections involves the use of logic gates 9, 1980 discloses matrix keyboard input circuitry in 
for providing an encoded signal indicative of actuated which the number of interconnections is reduced by 
switches. U.S. Pat. No. 3,778,815 issued to C. Wright on providing a counter/decoder at the keyboard which is 
Dec. 11, 1973 discloses a keyboard encoder in which 25 operated in synchronism with a register in the data 
logic gates respond to a portion of a group of timing processing system. The counter/decoder is, thus, 
pulses by applying binary signals through an actuated caused to sequentially enable columns in the keyboard 
key switch in one direction. The logic gates also re- matrix by means of a clock signal which is supplied over 
spond to the remaining timing pulses by applying binary 
signals through the switch in the opposite direction. 30 one conductor. The states of the rows (i.e., whether a 

row is_ coupled to an enabled column through a deAfter passing through a switch, a signal is gated 
through one of two logic circuits under the control of pressed key) is transmitted back to the data processing 
the same timing pulse employed to produce the signal. system over data conductors. 
In this arrangement, depending on the relative portion Each of the previously described techniques can be 
of the logic gates located at the keyboard, the number of 35 used to reduce the number of interconnections between 
interconnections with an associated data processing keyboard apparatus and a data processing system. The 
system can be substantially reduced. reductions are accomplished by means of circuit ele-

Another technique commonly used for reducing the ments and devices such as logic gates and counter/de-
required number of keyboard interconnections involves coders which are not overly complex. However, there 
connecting the key switch devices between column and 40 is a continuing demand to further reduce the required 
row conductors in a conductor matrix. When actuated, number of interconnections and to further simplify the 
a switch device provides continuity between the col- circuitry used to achieve such reductions. 
umn and row conductors associated therewith. In oper- The applicant has devised a matrix keyboard with 
ation, enabling signals from the data processing system interface circuitry comprising only a small number of 
may be sequentially coupled to each column (or row) 45 diodes which permits the same set of interconnections 
conductor for scanning the keyboard for depressed to carry both enabling signals to the keyboard and read-
keys. A depressed key is sensed when the enabling sig- out signals from the keyboard. Accordingly, the num-
nal from its column (or row) conductor is present on its ber of keyboard/data processing system interconnec-
row (or column) conductor. In such a system having J tions is minimized and the use of minimum interconnec-
columns and K rows, the data processing system must 50 tions is made possible with exceedingly simple interface 
provide J (or K) enabling signals for the columns, and circuitry. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION monitor K (or J) row conductors. As a result, J + K 
signals are required to pass between the keyboard and 
the data processing system. This generally requires a The present invention comprises an array of key 
like number (J + K) of interconnections between the 55 actuatable switches, each having first and second 
keyboard and data processing system in contrast to contacts. The contacts are grouped into equal sets of 
J X K interconnections if each switch is connected sepa- first contacts and second contacts respectively, and the 
rately. contacts in each set connected together. Separate sets of 

A variety of techniques have been employed to fur- first contacts are connected to separate sets of second 
ther simplify matrix keyboard apparatus and reduce the 60 contacts through diodes whereby the sets of first 
number of interconnections between such keyboards contacts can be enabled, one set at a time, without en-
and data processing systems associated therewith. For abling the other sets of first contacts, and whereby 
example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,148,017 issued toN. Tomisawa during enabling of a set of first contacts, the sets of 
on Apr. 3, 1979 discloses a circuit for detecting key second contacts other than the one connected through a 
switch operation in a matrix keyboard wherein the 65 diode to the enabled set of first contacts can be read to 
array of switches is divided into blocks. First terminals determine switch actuation. 
of switches in a block are common:Iy connected and A keyboard adapted for this application may com-
second terminals of corresponding switches in all blocks prise a circuit board having first and second portions of 
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